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Commodore’s Report
At the beginning of the year I hoped to increase the boating activities of the club and to continue the work
Glenis had done on an active social scene. On the boating front we enjoyed an adventurous Easter Cruise
to Market Harborough, a trip to the Leicester and Nottingham River Festivals with a post-festival visit to
Newark after the latter. We were at the first Long Eaton boat gathering at Trent Lock and Derby Motor
Boat Club looked after us well at their rally. A trip by water to the Great Central also took place. Quorn
Activity Club are now well established on a Wednesday evening and sailing events at Normanton and
Roundhill were a welcome diversion from powered boating. The Social and Cruising weekend competently bridged the gap between boating and socialising, and an excellent programme was delivered to all who
participated. This event generated a lot of interest and was enjoyed by all.
The social programme included a very successful Mothers Day Lunch, a Barbecue at Easter weekend
and a Birthday weekend with a difference. QAC supported the event by going to church in nine canoes and,
thanks to the neighbours, we got six or seven boats there. George Davidson, Mayor of Rushcliffe was a
pleasure to entertain and after the service we all sat down to an excellent lunch.
A lot of work has been done on the clubhouse this year. The roof was re-inforced and a new
suspended ceiling was fitted with upgraded LED lighting. New curtains have been made and fitted and the
leaking roof membrane has been replaced. In addition to extra fenders on the part of sheet-piled bank.
Howard has replaced most of the fenders on the finger moorings with a heavy duty D-section rubber
moulding. We now need to turn our attention to the kitchen, the sleeper section of the moorings and then a
long look at the car-park.
At the working weekend we had a good look at the containers and now we have an inventory of what
we own! This contributed in no small way to the success of the bonfire!
There has been an abnormally high turnover of moorers this year with lots of new faces around the
field. The waiting list has never been shorter! So if you have always fancied a mooring at Normanton but
were possibly put off by a long wait maybe now is a good time to consider? The bonus is that we have more
new blood and they are all hard workers!
On New Year’s Day we will have a Commodore’s Walk (well more like a stroll) in the morning
followed by an informal bring and share lunch. More details in Soar Pointer. We have received nothing but
praise for the Soar Pointer which now is on most notice boards up and down the river--- well done Monica
and John! Please put January 28th in your diaries for a dinner/cabaret event which will replace the more
usual Club Christmas Dinner. The entertainment will be provided by “Dandy” who proved to be the star
attraction at the AWCC Rally at The Black Buoy.
By the time you read this we will have completed the first ever SBC Cruise in France. I hope one of
the intrepid mariners will be able to squeeze in a report before the deadline.
Good cruising
John

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Saturday 19th November Charity Race Night. First Race 7.30pm. All money raised will go to Cancer
Research & Alzheimers Disease. First race 7.30pm. There will also be a 2 course meal consisting of Home
Made Shepherds Pie and Home Made Apple Crumble at £10 (main & desert) Space will be limited so
please book early by contacting Dianne Bishop by e mail and then make your cheque payable to Soar Boating Club and post your cheque to Mrs Dianne Bishop 23 Desford Road Newbold Verdon Leicestershire
LE9 9LG Even if you can’t attend please help by sponsoring a race at £10, or sponsoring a horse £2 Contact John Wilkinson - johnwilk@waterlily.me.uk NB. Anyone still wishing to attend Race Night must
book by Wed 16th at the latest to facilitate catering.
Saturday 3rd December

2.30 pm Cake and Crafts

Saturday 17th December at 7.30pm Bring and Share Christmas Social. Offers of food to Glenis .Please
bring a “Secret Santa” gift of value around £3 if you wish to participate in the giving of gifts. Any enquiries to John Wilkinson.
Sunday 18th December Carol Service 4.00pm at St James’ Church Normanton on Soar
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NEW YEAR’S EVE
Glenis and Frank are going to the club New Year’s Eve. If you wish to join them please come along, bring
some food and see the New Year in with them.
The bar will be open.

NEW YEAR’S DAY 2017
The Commodore’s Stroll on New Year’s Day will start at 10-30am from the clubhouse and be back at
around noon for an informal lunch.

SOAR POINTER
At the end of last year I was approached by John Wilkinson about a newsletter for the River Soar and the
surrounding area. Well we came up with the idea of calling it Soar Pointer, the idea being that it points out
what’s going on, on and around the River Soar. Soar Pointer now covers an area from Thurmaston in
Leicestershire to Willington on the Trent and Mersey Canal in Derbyshire.. We hope you find it useful and
gets you out and about. You could help by letting me John Storton or John Wilkinson know of any events
within the area, giving us all the details including contacts and as much notice as possible. Also I would like
to mention and thank all our distributors, The Leicester IWA Leicester Marina The Baldwin Trust The
Old Boatyard Syston Sileby Mill Boatyard The Waterside Pub Mountsorrel Mountsorrel Community
Team Procters Pleasure Park The Boathouse Pub Barrow on Soar Barrow on Soar Council Pillings
Lock Marina Loughborough Council Zouch Marina Nottingham Yacht Club Derby Motor Boat Club
Nottingham Historic Boat Society Sawley Marina Nottingham and Derbyshire IWA and Midland Chandlers Willington

SOAR POINTS
As this is our first attempt at sending you Soar Points by electronic means I have deliberately made the pictures smaller because the bigger the pictures the slower it can be sent.
This will be my last edition of Soar Points. I have been the editor for the last 7 years (15 editions) and now I
feel I should move on and let someone else take over the helm.
We had just bought our first computer, it was a cheap one from Tesco, when I got involved with Soar
Points. The late John McKay felt that he would like a change and decided that he wanted to let someone else
take on the task of producing Soar Points, so I decided to give it a go. Our computer was set up on Star Office, this was my first obstacle. Ian and Ann Baker came to my rescue, and helped me change our computer
programmes so now I could try to make a start, but how? A meeting was arranged and it was to be at John
McKay’s house, but who was John McKay? I gingerly rang the door bell and this tall bearded Scot came to
the door and what made it worse was John was a strong outspoken man who was not afraid to speak his
mind. Luckily John straight away realized what a task he had taken on with me! I sat there and thought to
myself “What the Bloody Hell’s he talking about”. Out came my note pad and I made loads of notes and
then we decided to make a start. It wasn’t long before John put the kettle on for a cuppa and a break “Thank
God” When we had finally finished 7 hours later I was mentally worn out. Luckily Monica was with me and
drove me home. Later I looked at my notes and realized they did not mean a thing to me. My second attempt
turned out to be a lot better and I started to enjoy it.
John was a remarkable man, he was almost blind but still managed to do a first class job editing, printing
and posting Soar Points. John was a man who loved walking, the countryside and taking photo’s.
I can assure you that whoever takes over Soar Points, I will help as much as I can, just like John did for me,
just as long as they can keep me topped up with plenty of tea and a toilet!
John Storton
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Bridgeworks
Many of you will have noticed or heard on the Towpath Telegraph that there are several bridges due for
repair/replacement in the vicinity of Normanton. Zouch Road bridge over the non-navigable channel of the
Soar is due for replacement and this will cause problems on a grand scale. The timetable seems to have slipped
but if Compulsory purchase Orders are not contested the work could start this year. The proposed works will
take 15 months with 3 more months for the demolition of the old bridge. Barrow upon Soar Bridge over the
railway is now open to pedestrians but will not open to road traffic until 2017
As part of the Midland Mainline Electrification Bowleys Bridge between Stanford and Normanton is closed
until 31st March 2017 and Station Road Bridge in Sutton Bonnington is closed 17th March. We just have to
hope that the work on Zouch Bridge does not start before then or the easiest way into the village will be by
water! We do hope that Network Rail do talk to Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire County Councils.
AWCC
Bridgewater Canal
Boaters should be aware that the Reciprocal agreement between CRT and Peel Holdings relating to passage
along the Bridgewater has been unilaterally changed. You are now only allowed 7 days on the Bridgewater.
If you return within 28 days you will be liable to a charge of £40.
Prebooking CRT passages
There is a proposal to allow and encourage boaters to book passage through CRT for the Anderton Lift, the
Ribble and Liverpool Links, The Rochdale Summit , Stanedge Tunnel (and other locations where booking is
mandatory) to be done on line and up to two years in advance. To a certain extent this is welcomed but two
years seems to be a very long way ahead. Where charges are made such as Anderton they will still be applied.
Digital Handbooks
This is the last year when AWCC handbooks are supplied centrally in hard copy form. Those members who
wish to use handbooks will be able to register with the AWCC web-master and be given a password to gain
access to the database containing all of the information currently included in the handbook. They will be able
to print sections from it and put it into their loose leaf notebooks. Clubs will be able to update their details on
line and we will therefore have more up to date information available. AWCC membership cards will still be
issued on request and all AWCC harbourmasters will be asking visitors to produce cards when requesting
reciprocal mooring.
CRT re-organisation
As most of you will be aware the CRT regions have been changed since August and we are now administered
from Newark rather than Fazeley. It would appear that Newark looks after the navigation as far as Kilby
Bridge. The contact number is 03030404040 and the Regional Manager is Sean McGinley.
John Wilkinson

SOAR BOATING CLUB MEMBER DISCOUNT
AT MIDLAND CHANDLERS WILLINGTON
Club members purchasing items from Midland Chandlers will receive a 5% discount when using their Soar
Boating Club membership card. When a sum of £500 shows on their records Midland Chandlers will send
Soar Boating Club a voucher for the club’s use or as a raffle prize. ( SBC have just received one)

Midland Chandlers
Century Park
Ballin Road
Nuneaton
Warwickshire
CV10 9GA

www.midlandchandlers.co.uk

or Tel:- 02476 390111
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ANNUAL DINNER – 28th January 2017.
7pm for 7.30pm – Dress Code Smart. £22.00 per person.
(£10.00 Deposit per person required on booking.)

The Annual Club Dinner Dance is being held in the clubhouse again this year, and I would like to invite you
to join me for this prestigious occasion. This year we again have 3 choices of main course. After the meal a
Duo “Dandy” will entertain us with songs and comedy, and there will also be a prize raffle draw.

MENU
Broccoli and Stilton Soup
Crusty bread and butter
or
Fruit juice

MENU A - Roast Leg of Lamb Joint
or
MENU B – Supreme of Chicken with a creamy mustard sauce
or
MENU C - Poached Salmon steak, grilled with tarragon served with a white wine sauce
All served with roasted and mashed potatoes, plus seasonal vegetables

Sicilian Lemon Pot
or
Bread& Butter Pudding
or
Fresh Fruit Salad
All served with a choice of fresh dairy cream, custard or ice cream
Tea, Coffee and mints
Vegetarian Option – Available on request.
Will you please send your booking slip to Ann Baker, together with your cheque (made payable to Soar
Boating Club) and choice of main course as soon as possible?
If you have any special dietary requirements, please make a note of these on the booking slip.
Full payment is required by 7th January please.
You are welcome to invite friends, but numbers are limited to 68 people.
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BOOKING SLIP
There will be —–––––- person’s attending the Dinner Dance on 28th January 2017
I/we enclose a cheque for £—––––––

being the deposit/full amount due

Name––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Address––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Phone number–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Or e mail–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

—–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-—––––––––NAME
* MENU
—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––*
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-—–––––––-*
—––––––-—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
*
—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––*
—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-—––––––––––––––
*
—––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-—––––––––––––––

Ann Baker, 43, Barons Court, Mountsorrel. Leics. LE12 7EA
Tel. 0116 2303835 or e mail:- the bakers43@btinternet.com
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Mountsorrel Staithe - Visitor Moorings [Non DCC]

Following negotiations with the owners Black Hawk Ltd, the IWA have now received approval for the use
by all responsible boaters of Mountsorrel Staithe for visitor moorings (see attached photo). This included a
very friendly & productive meeting on site that Beryl McDowall & me had with the owners Black Hawk
Ltd.
Black Hawk Ltd have agreed that the article is to be worded along the following lines or similar:
Visitor Moorings at Mountsorrel Staithe.
As well as offering long term moorings, after discussions with the new IWA Branch Moorings Officer, the
developer Black Hawk Ltd has kindly agreed to allow visitor moorings for boats cruising the river Soar in
the mooring basin at their Mountsorrel Staithe development.
The mooring basin is accessed via a short navigation channel on the non-towpath side from the river Soar
between Bridge 25 (the 1860 Bridge) and the narrow footbridge a little further downstream.
The basin forms part of a very attractive housing development and there is pedestrian access to Mountsorrel
Town Centre. Mooring rings are provided along a stone quayside, with 2 water taps.
Maximum boat width 9 foot 10 inches, ideally suited for boats below 57 foot long, but can accommodate 1
or 2 full length narrow boats.
If you are intending to use these moorings (this could be done on arrival to check availability) you must
send Black Hawk Ltd:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Your arrival & departure dates
The length & width of your boat
The name and licence number of your boat
Your mobile phone number

by emailing sales@black-hawk-ltd.co.uk or phoning 01509 425001.
They will then confirm the fee which you must pay by:
1.
Sending a cheque (made payable to Black Hawk Ltd) to Black Hawk Ltd, Shepshed Rd, Lower
Broombriggs, Woodhouse Eaves, Leics LE12 8TW, or
2.

By BACS (Bankers' Automated Clearing Services).

They are looking at charging a fee up to a maximum of £10 a night, but will confirm exact fee depending on
the size of your boat. They may not always be able to reply to you straight away so you can still moor up
and pay later when they reply.
Please note there can be a build-up of weeds in the basin during the summer (which dies down in the winter)
due to lack of boat movement. Therefore initially it may be easier to moor along the entrance channel quayside until more regular use of the basin is established, although Black Hawk Ltd will be carrying out removal of weed growth.
This is a welcome increase to the amount of visitor moorings available at Mountsorrel and we hope it will
prove popular with boaters.
Robert
Robert Aspey
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A BIG THANK YOU
A big thank you to all who have helped keep the grass looking good this year and hopefully we can count
on your help and assistance in 2017. If you think you would like to help mowing the grass and keeping it in
good condition please contact Karen Millhouse. Training on how to use of the mowers will be given.
Karen Millhouse

CANAL & RIVER LICENSES
When the time comes to license your boat why not renew through your boat club. Just contact Alex Mckay
our Licensing Officer who will assist and help you. Thanks to all members who have licensed their boats
through the club. This has resulted in several hundred pounds going into club funds.

WHEN THE TIME COMES TO RENEW YOUR RIVER CANAL RESCUE
Don’t forget that as a member of Soar Boating Club you can receive a 5% discount when you renew. Just
quote our clubs discount number which you will find on the club’s noticeboard or contact Joihn Storton. If
you have a no claims, you can get a discount of another 5% and if you renew by Direct Debit you will receive another 5% discount.
You can contact RCR by visiting their website:- www.rivercanalrescue.co.uk
Tel: 01785 785 680 or e-mail:- enquiries@rivercanalrescue.co.uk

AMENITIES
SBC have had a good year for Amenities, with the repairs to the clubhouse roof and the renovations to the
clubhouse interior, including ceiling, lighting, and curtain renewal.
Jobs pencilled in for the coming months include:- Service and repair to the mower.
Removal of the old asbestos roof from the club’s shed due to leakage,and renew.
Karl Allington

A SPECIAL REQUEST FROM THE COMMITTEE
On a Saturday night at the Boat Club committee members like to relax and enjoy social events. If you do
have any comments could you please contact them by phone or e mail. Thanks
SECURITY AT THE CLUB
We all must be aware of what is going on around us, not only at home but at Soar Boating Club as well. If
you spot something that you think is not right please report it immediately to any member of the committee
or the Police.
PLEASE KEEP THE FIELD GATES LOCKED AT ALL TIMES

MOORINGS
To all who moor at the club - when you are going out for a long cruise or even out for a few days, could you
please inform our Mooring Officer Phil Stafford of your departure and return dates.

THANKS FOR ALL YOUR CO-OPERATION
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CONDOLENCES
Derek Smith. 1930 – 2016
It is with sadness, that we have to report the death of Derek Smith.
Derek died on the 29th July at the age of 86 years after a long battle with Parkinson’s Disease.
Derek and his wife Ruth joined the Club in the early nineteen sixties following the launch of their boat
Ruthina.
At that time the club had only recently purchased the field at Normanton and it remained very much undeveloped. Only 5 or 6 individual, scaffold pole and plank moorings were in place and drinking water had to
be fetched from the Plough.
Derek soon became involved in improving and developing the facilities available on the club field. The
shed was obtained and erected. A drinking water supply was installed and the early stages of establishing the
roadway were undertaken.
Later a wooden riverbank frontage was installed together with the first stages in establishing the clubhouse.
A number of club members were of course involved in the work of developing the Club field, but Derek,
with his many skills was always at the forefront.
The work being very much, driven by his enthusiasm
and dedication.
Derek was always very keen to improve the lives of disabled and disadvantaged children. This led to him
forging a relationship with a children’s home in Melton Mowbray, and for a number of years, he arranged
for parties of children to be picked up and brought to Normanton for an annual visit.
There they were entertained for the afternoon aboard our various Club boats.
The children greatly enjoyed these days. We were able to bring great pleasure into their lives for a few
hours, and these annual outings continued for a number of years.
The organisation of the trips and the pleasure they gave was again, all down to Derek’s commitment and enthusiasm.
Derek was also responsible for the Club’s first ventures into self entertainment. At the time ‘The Black and
White Minstrel Show’ was a very popular TV show. Derek organised a group of members to perform a version of the show on board his boat Ruthina, whilst anchored in the middle of the river.
We sang to recorded music, in darkness whilst illuminated by flood lights.
It was the Club’s first venture of this type and set a pattern of entertainment by our own members that was to
be continued for many years.
Around 1974/75 Derek became aware that a short narrow boat had started to provide river trips for disabled
children from Cranfleet Lock. Derek was very enthusiastic to give his support and he was soon involved in
the operation and organisation of the trips. These small beginnings developed into the Peter le Marchant
Trust that continues to operate and develop today.
Derek always applied himself with total dedication to anything he became involved in. The Soar Boating
Club and the Peter Le Marchant Trust are just two of the organisations that have benefited greatly from his
work, commitment and enthusiasm.
Arthur Kenny
David Austin of Normanton on Soar died earlier this year. David’s Funeral was in March and held at St
Michael’s Church, Sutton Bonington.
David and Jennie were keen boaters and members of SBC for about 10 years.

Arthur Clarke who died early this year. He was the Rector of Sutton Bonington / Normanton on Soar from
1979 to 1993 so many of our older club members would fondly remember him taking the Boat Club chuch
services during that period. He was a very familiar sight out on his bicycle between the villages. The
Clarke family were the last family to live in the old rectory at Sutton Bonington before it being sold off and
an estate built on the grounds now Rectory Close.
Newspaper cutting supplied by Pat Gassor
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LOCAL DRAGON BOAT TEAM SCOOPS TROPHY IN NATIONAL CUP FINAL
The Soaring Dragons dragon boat racing team brought home their first trophy in their racing debut at the
BDA’s National Cup Finals in September, winning the 500m Open Plate Final. The event, held at the
National Watersports Centre in Nottingham, saw teams from all across the country compete in a variety of
races, marking the end of the 2016 racing season.
Stroke pair Vicky James and Kurt Toms collected the glass award for the team from Mike Thomas, Vice
President of the British Dragon Boat Racing Association. The Soaring Dragons maintained consistent
timings for their races, hitting between 2:21 and 2:25 throughout the rounds–receiving many looks of
surprise from some of the country’s top teams.
Vicky said “It was fast, competitive and a truly thrilling experience shared with an amazing team of friends.
We had a brilliant performance, unbeatable team spirit and lots of laughs along the way”.
The Soaring Dragons also came 5th in the 500m Mixed Grand Final, beating 8 experienced teams to the
finish in what would prove to be an incredible first event for the local Barrow-upon-Soar crew. The boat was
helmed by Ian Orrill, with Rhiannon Lloyd Davies maintaining the boat’s rhythm on the drum.
The team was formed in May and is led by experienced coach Mike Bushell, training twice a week on the
River Soar. The Soaring Dragons brings a fresh take to the ancient sport of dragon boat racing, with
seasoned paddlers sitting next to true beginners in the boat, working together with what Paul Freemantle,
Club Secretary, calls a “real family feel, with men and women of all ages”.
Extremely proud of his team’s achievement, coach Mike said:
"The crew showed commitment and passion in an event geared towards experienced crews for a season end
finale. Soaring Dragons took the fight to them, working as a strong unit. Some crews complimented us on
our debut success whilst others were left in our wake. All I can say is watch this space for the Soaring
Dragons!”
The Soaring Dragons are keen to attract new members to their team. If you are interested and want more
information, email the crew on info@soaringdragons.co.uk or visit the website at
www.soaringdragons.co.uk. Training sessions are currently held every Sunday at the Boathouse in Barrowupon-Soar, but please contact the team before coming along as this may change in winter months.
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COMMODORE’S CRUISE TO MARKET HARBOROUGH -EASTER 2016
We left Normanton on Soar on Good Friday & moored up at Birstall for the evening. The following
morning we headed to Kilby Bridge & enjoyed a meal at the Navigation in the evening. On Sunday
we arrived in Market Harborough after enduring rain & some snow ! We had a relaxing evening
enjoying a few drinks on board. On Monday we had a mini bus to Market Harborough & all enjoyed
a breakfast in the Sugarloaf,. We had a nice mooch round the shops I had to buy a hat, because it
was freezing! We then boated to Foxton meeting Angela for a drink to pick up Jenny & Glen. The
rest of us then headed onto Kibworth. Tuesday we headed to Kilby Bridge where we enjoyed
another lovely meal. Afterwards we got to Blue bank lock where we moored for the night.
Wednesday we arrived at Mountsorell after a windy day & moored up 2 abreast. We all ate on
board & then enjoyed a few drinks in the pub! Thursday we arrived back at the club. We covered
62 miles & 74 wide locks, Glenis & I yarn bombed all the way to Market Harborough. Glen & I
learnt to steer the boat & Karl enjoyed a peaceful first day without his noisy wife ! Good time had
by all & more of uncharted canals ticked off the list.

Jo Allington
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CMBA RIVER SOAR RALLY
The CMBA members enjoyed another excellent weekend on the River Soar thanks to the warm welcome
which was extended by the SBC members. Some members started to arrive as early as Thursday evening,
this was to secure the prime camping locations. Friday evening was the official kick off to the weekend
which was a good opportunity for all the clubs to get to know each other and for a general catch up.
The fish and chip supper was a great way to start the weekends food marathon.
We had plenty of downpours always at the wrong moment but that did nothing to dampen the spirits.
16 classic boats took to the water along with four narrow boats allowing every one to take advantage of the
trip down river to Willow moorings where excellent pasties were eaten and beer or wine was drunk. Moderation was the order of the afternoon, which was open for every one to explore the river as they wished, or
just to make a steady return to the club.

There was a good selection of classic boats, Our President’s classic boat was on her first proper run out and
glided effortlessly through the water. Other boats were just brute force but there was a boat which pretended
to be a steam boat and was uncannily convincing with the exhaust being emitted from the stack.

The Saturday evening was a themed night which was last minute decision and was a Midsummer Night’s
Dream and for those who took part they looked brilliant. The evening food was the world famous Dave Barlow’s Hog Roast for which there was plenty, enough to go back for seconds and some thirds.
We had a duo on stage which proved to go down well and they were being guided by there manager who sat
to one side.

Sunday was left open for more messing about on the river. After lunch, which was available in the club, we
had our prize giving for best boats in wood, fibreglass and aluminium.
Everyone helped to clear the marquis for which I thank you.

In all it was a good weekend.
Ian Hutchtinson
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SAILING CAMPING WEEKEND JULY 2ND 3RD 2016

We were a bit worried as we had had a lot of rain before our event and as the field was very wet we decided
to park the caravans on hard standing around the edge so not to damage the field.
The weather for the weekend turned out to be fine thank goodness and the river was ok for sailing.
We had two boats available for club members to have a go at sailing and luckily every one that wanted to try
sailing had a go and a good time was had by all.
Saturday night we held a Disco with Me and My Mate providing the music, which was well attended.

Dave Barlow’s supplied the food with Eamonn and co in charge. We rounded off the weekend with a well
earned Sunday lunch.

Glenis Hulme

Erewash Canal Event at Trent Lock. August 13th 2016
We moored on the river, whilst the vintage boats were on the canal. This was a quite relaxing weekend that
started with us having a meal in The Steamboat on Friday evening. On the Saturday the Mayor arrived to
open the event. There was a selection of stalls selling items and a display regarding HS2. The steam launch
was on the Erewash which was interesting to see. There was a good attendance by boat and road. Hopefully
there will be a repeat next year.
George and Dianne Bishop
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Nottingham Riverside Festival
The weekend of the Nottingham Riverside Festival happened to be one of the hottest of 2016. We were lucky enough
to be invited to join Karl and Jo Allington on their boat for the cruise from the SBC to Nottingham - ironically a first
for us after all these years of involvement in the club!

We set off on Friday morning and reached Nottingham Trent Bridge late afternoon. Karl did a miraculous mooring
alongside ten abreast.

The festival was a vibrant and exciting experience with a varying mixture of rides, music, food stalls and craft fairs.
John and Gill Wilkinson, Karl and Jo, Frank and Glenis and ourselves set off to the cattle market on Saturday to explore kitchen units for the club. Unfortunately we could not find a suitable size.
Newly weds Jo and Tony Martin joined the group at the riverside for the final part of their honeymoon.

After a wonderful weekend of food, wine and merriment, we cruised back to Normanton in the company of Frank and
Glenis.
We loved the cruise. Karl and Jo were the perfect hosts and we now have the bug and would love the opportunity to
experience narrow boating again next summer!

Helen and David
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SBC Goes to France- Canal du Midi, 17th-24th Oct 2016. Lesley and Eric’s log
Monday 17th started with an easy Ryanair flight to Carcassonne, and a bus ride to the town centre. Monsieur
le Commodore met us at the bus stop and pointed out his time share “Bon Viveur” to Jo, Karl, Jenny and
Glen while he escorted Lesley and Eric to the boat hire depot to collect their boat. OOPS! Our allocated boat
had engine failure, and before we could catch our breath we were whizzed off in a white van to the depot at
Homps; a day and a half away from Carcassonne by canal. Further east, but at least in the direction Bon
Viveur was planning to go. No time to be disconcerted, we just asked where the nearest supermarket was
and cooked up a pasta brew. Meanwhile the others started off towards us and ended the day with an extra
large Gill- cooked dinner and toasted absent friends in the excellent local wine.
Tuesday 18th. We woke early and spent a while practising steering with a wheel instead of a tiller. We found
it surprisingly difficult to get used to, especially in the strong head wind. Once we felt fairly confident we
set off west (back towards Carcassonne) to rendezvous with Bon Viveur. A very friendly lock keeper
helped us in our first large, oval, automated lock with no ground paddles. The water came in like Niagara
Falls, or Kegworth Deep on steroids. We cruised as far as La Redorte where Bon Viveur came into view,
and we all went back to Homps, “the Shardlow of Canal du Midi”, and enjoyed a very typical French dinner
in a busy little restaurant. Half way through the night we were woken by strange beeping noises- was there a
problem with the boat? No, it was just the bin men emptying the bins at 4.30 am.
Wednesday 19th. Another day of clear blue sky. Lesley’s hands were playing up so Karl came to help with
the ropes while L alternated between Bon Viveur and “Mouette”. We were getting better at steering; we realised that in such a short boat the steering is very affected by the throttle setting. We also found there was a
problem getting into reverse, and neutral was difficult to find. Perhaps Mouette shouldn’t have been named
after a seagull. Stopped for lunch on BV’s sundeck at Vernerac by John’s favourite winery: responsible purchases were made. At Le Somail we saw a lot of families in small electric boats: it was the start of the half
term break.
Our furthest point east was Port de la Robine, where a junction (turn right for Narbonne) gave BV a good
place to turn. We moored at Le Somail where Jo and Glen produced a fine Bolognese, after fortifying themselves with lavender ice cream made with sheep’s milk. Historically, Le Somail had been the third night’s
stop for fly boats from Toulouse, and still had the inn, the chapel and the ice house. Unfortunately no shop,
but Jo’s Boulangerie ap and two intrepid cyclists (K and G) came up trumps. There was also an amazing
second-hand book warehouse where L bought a souvenir book cheaper than a postcard.
Thursday 20th. After two warm days it now turned clear but cold. At Pechelaurier , with John helping with
the locks, we arrived in plenty of time to ascend the flight, but J saw that the eclusier was working the paddles verrry sloowlly and said cut the engine. Plenty of time for a nice hot lunch before we started again at
1.30. Lesley was proud of her immaculate steering through a bridge, till she performed a complete circle on
the other side. Eric’s sunhat blew away (now Trent and Mersey 1, du Midi 1, Eric 0) and he nearly went too
when a French lady moving her rope in a lock let ours go. ‘My mistake’ she said! Jenny got a fright from
her grandstand view steering BV.
Moored for the night at Homps (our third night - good job we liked it) and dined at a more trendy restaurant.
We now know the French for “stir fry”: “legumes wok”.
Friday 21st. A cold, sunny day, but less windy. We passed a huge bonfire where the workers were cutting
down diseased trees and burning them. Most of the iconic plane trees will have gone, but the parasol pines
and poplars survive. We nearly grounded on a rock shelf where a large fishing boat narrowed the way- got
off safely.
Followed a kingfisher along its beat on a 9 Km bief (= pound, easy to remember: a pound of bief please).
Arrived at another 3-bassin system at Trebes, where a lad of about 14 (in an official VNF cap) helped us
rope up. John offered to swap caps, but he proudly said his was only for professionals! Tied up in Trebes
and shopped in a lovely patisserie where the gang bought a large chocolate gâteau to follow Glynn’s excellent Toulouse sausage casserole.
Saturday 22nd. Bought interesting breads, and the best croissants of the trip. A small boat overtook us, so it
was at the front of the lock right under the Niagara Falls. Zut Alors! It lost control, came loose and crashed
quite hard into both our boats- the scariest moment of the whole trip: the weekend relief lock keeper wasn’t
on the ball and took ages to drop the paddles.
cont
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At the next locks they were much more careful, and we had an interesting experience as another boat came
down the lock system while we were going up, and it came down between us. This was the last lock before
Carcassonne, and we were through before lunch. We had a free mooring at the Canalous base, and Bon
Viveur had one last lock to enter the main docking area.
Sunday23rd. Our turn to cook tonight: shopped at Monoprix then hiked up to the famous “Bastide”: defensive citadel against Saracens, Spaniards and English. We were glad we were early as it got very busy even
in low season. Off to Bon Viveur: Eric cooked chicken casserole with mushrooms and red wine; Lesley nattered. Very pleasant last dinner together before John and Gill went to meet their son from the station. We
went back to Mouette to pack.
Monday 24th. Woken early first by the local Rooks, then by the road repairers; checked out the boat and collected a brochure for future reference (you never know). We took our gear to Bon Viveur and the six of us
made our fond farewells and thankyous to John and Gill and were off to trusty Ryanair and home.
The Canal du Midi is excellent for boat spotting, from homemade in Sardinia to a big eco-warrior transport,
via English narrowboats and sea-going yachts. A great idea from John and Jill, and a very memorable trip.

We sell
General Groceries
Local Bread and Cakes
Local Organic Milk & Free Range Eggs
Local Jams and Chutneys
Range of Meats from Local Butcher
Selection of Wines and Local Beers
Local Hand Made Choc’s
Cards & Stamps
Hand Made Jewellery & Accessories
Dry Cleaning
The Cafe for Hot & Cold Drinks & a selection of Cakes & our Book Club

We also have an Emergency Medical Cabinet
Opening Times
Monday to Friday
10.00am to 1.00pm
2.00pm to 5.00pm

Saturday
10.00am to 1.00pm

Orders can be made up and delivered locally
Tel. 01509 646464
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Life Cycle for Early Cancer Research

This summer Helen Taylor and David Barsby and a group of 30 cyclists completed 'The Way of the Roses Ride'. This
was a challenging 170 cycle with tough hill climbs and led by the Vice Chancellor of the University of Nottingham
Professor Sir David Greenaway. As some of you already know this group of cyclists are trying to raise £1 million for
the research into early-cancer detection. David and Helen have been set their own personal target of £2,000. Following
the support of a 'community matters' fundraiser at John Lewis Leicester, the total has now exceeded £4,000.
It's not too late to donate - online via this link http://www.justgiving.com/early-cancer-research-LC6/
Or contact Helen for a sponsor form 07828597585

Or why not join the SBC Race Night on 19 November when proceeds will support Early Cancer
Research and Alzheimers.
The team would like to extend a big 'Thank You' for your support so far.

Helen
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Etiquette
by Beryl McDowall

Meeting and Greeting
It used to be common practice on our waterways, when you met another boat, to acknowledge the captain. This could be simply a
nod of the head, or a smile, or both, or a brief conversation - brief because in the time it takes to go by another boat, you don’t
have time for a proper conversation. These would normally take place when waiting for locks to fill/empty, or when waiting to
load/empty the boats. Unfortunately these days there are many boaters out there who will turn their back on you, rather than acknowledge your presence. This I find to be the height of bad manners. Good manners cost nothing, but can end up making you a
friend for life.

“Meet and Greet” is a term currently used by CRT at their welcome stations. Surely we should all welcome others to our waterways, whether they are boaters, walkers, anglers or cyclists, and try and make them feel welcome and valued. People often complain about hire-boaters, but my experience has been that the majority are very friendly and keen to learn from others. People
often forget that, regardless of how many years they have been boating, there was a time when they were starting from scratch,
learning what a lock key/windlass was, how to work a lock, how to moor a boat, and endless other things … and if you keep an
open mind, you can continue learning from others throughout your life.
Meeting or Passing
These two words mean something completely different to each other, and it can lead to confusion if they are used incorrectly.
If you meet another boat, you are travelling in the opposite direction to the other boat, so the steerers will have a chance to greet
each other when their boats have gone by each other until the boats’ sterns are level, but moving in opposite directions. (Image 1)

If you pass another boat, you are travelling in the same direction as the other boat, and will be performing an “overtaking” manoeuvre. (Image 2)
Whilst I would hate to see our waterways used like a motorway, there are times when it is polite to let another boat go by. For instance, my boat is fairly deep in the water, so can move quite slowly on narrow or shallow canals. If a boat catches me up because
it can travel faster then I can, then it would be good manners to let the other boat go by.
If you are not in a suitable spot to do this, indicate to the other steerer that you will let him by when you reach a suitable spot
(preferably where the canal is fairly straight, with good visibility, and free of overhanging trees). Check that there are no oncoming boats, and indicate to the boat behind that you are ready to loose him by , indicating which side you would like him to go.
Cont.
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This is particularly important if you have a deep-draught boat which needs to remain in the deeper part of the channel. Then ease
off the revs. on your boat, but maintain steerage, moving over a bit to allow the other boat room to pass. If you go too fast, you
run the risk of the two boats being sucked towards each other.
Once the other boat is almost past, you may find that your fore-end is actually drawn back into the channel by the other boat,
without you having to steer it back, and you can both continue on your way.

Passing moored boats is another matter, and one which can cause considerable ill-feeling amongst boaters. It is a common courtesy to ease your engine down when passing moored craft. Deep-draughted boats, in particular, can draw a lot of water towards
the prop, which obviously impacts on moored boats, especially if you have to pass fairly close to them. So tick-over speed is necessary in such cases. But if you are on a river, with deeper water and often greater width, then easing down, but not right down to
tick-over, can be sufficient. It’s important to watch what is going on, and whether your passing by is affecting the moored craft. If
you see a boat suddenly lurching sideways, you know you are going too fast. It is potentially dangerous to allow this to happen, as
someone may be about to pour boiling water from a kettle, or something similar. Ease down immediately you see a moored craft
being affected.
Boaters of today are not always aware that on rivers if there is a lot of “fresh” running (i.e. the water can be running faster than
normal after heavy rain, without the river level rising significantly), then you may need to run your engine at higher revs. than
normal to maintain steerage, as you need to be travelling faster than the flow of water, in order to steer. Sometimes people on
moored craft take the noisier engine as an indication that a boat is travelling too fast, when it is not moving over the land any faster than in normal conditions, but simply maintaining steerage in specific water conditions.
Another thing to avoid when passing moored boats is “appering to be nosey.”

You may not intentionally look through windows or portholes, but to the person in the moored boat, this can sometimes appear to
be the case, and they feel as though they are in a goldfish bowl. You could say “Why don’t they draw the curtains or drop the
blinds, so that others can’t see in?” This is fine, when it’s dark, or if you’re in bed, but not the answer when you are up and about.
I have seen people fast asleep on bunks, oblivious to the fact that although no-one could see them when they went to bed in the
dark, they are now laying there in full view, in the light of day, for all the world to see! In the daytime, many boaters will acknowledge your passing with a wave and a smile, especially if they appreciate that you have slowed down for them. However, not
everyone does this, and some just want to keep themselves to themselves, and ignore others passing by. In such cases, try and
avert your gaze to a passing tree or a herd of sheep on the other side of the waterway. They won’t wave to you, but they won’t get
upset either! (Image 3)
Having said all this about “being nosey”, there are numerous boaters out there who love to talk about their boats, show off their
engines, talk about the latest equipment available, or journeys they have made. Many lasting friendships have been formed when
two boats have shared locks for a few hours, and their crews have got to know each other. (Image 4)
For me, having worked on commercial narrow-boats for many years, boating is not about rushing around and going as fast as possible, but getting the journey done as efficiently as you can. Winding up the engine speed can often lead to the boat being sucked
onto the bottom, and actually travelling more slowly; but using locks, ropes and energy efficiently can save a considerable amount
of time and effort, so you end the day with a sense of satisfaction of a job well done.
Beryl

Pictures by “Beryl McDowall”
“This item was first published in “Soundings”, the bi-monthly magazine of the Residential Boat Owners’ Association”.
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Report on CRT East Midlands Partnership Annual Public Meeting.
The meeting was held at the Clumber Park Hotel on the 27th October 2016 and focused on
delivering reports on the regions finances and activities, both past and future.
CRT started by explaining why they do what they do which can be summed up as ‘The
waterways are an irreplaceable part of the nations fabric and need to be preserved lest they be
lost to future generations’.
Mention was made of the Boundary changes in the East Midlands region of CRT. From the
1st August the region gained the Trent & Mersey Canal to Dove Aquaduct, and the Soar &
Grand Union down to Double Rail Lock.
Volunteering has been very successful within the region with CRT receiving 1/2 million
volunteer hours per year and of those 45,427 were within our region, and of those 3,296 were
given by young people. When surveyed these people said they were 93% likely to
recommend to others to do the same. Currently the region has 370 ACTIVE volunteers
spread over 50 partner groups. With regards the waterways there have been 25 stretches
adopted by Waterway Societies and 21 stretches adopted by local communities. One of the
Regions proudest achievements is that of the Canal Ranger programme where volunteers
roam the towpaths offering advice to users and doing any maintenance that they come across.
Volunteer lock keepers the Region managed 86% cover over the last year for locks on the
Trent based on a 5 day cover schedule.
Grantham Canal - this canal had special mention as it has a target of opening 4 locks over
the next 5 years after receiving a grant of £831,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund.
Finances CRT had a total income last year of £190m with 26% of that coming from DEFRA,
28% from license fees and 4% from BWML.
Other News
• CRT has setup a new customer contact form online and is more than happy for people
to test it for them by using it.
• The regions Go-Fish campaign has been a resounding success with a higher than
average number of participants.
• A memorandum of Understanding has been reached with the Arts Council for closer
working in the future.
• Currently CRT estimates that the CRT brand is only recognised by about 30% of
people and is working at promotions to increase this.
The meeting then moved on to a talk from one of the Trusts current partners, Nottingham
Trent University. Currently the University Business school is helping the Trust by asking its
post-graduate students to do projects as part of their course work so they are working on live
projects rather than conceptual ones. Sample projects they have been working on are:
• Sharing the space MDM project which was run by 5 students who were tasked with
questioning towpath users with the aims of being able to find ways to improve their
towpath experiences. The outcome of this was better use of signage was needed.
• 6 students were tasked with finding ways to increase the use of the Tidal Trent with
the result that scripts were done to create a new mobile app with directions etc
included on it. Currently this is a work in progress while a suitable development
partner is sought.
• 3 projects have been done to investigate a proposed waterbus in Nottingham. This
project was deemed feasible and the trust has been approached by partners interested
in running the service.
Youth Participation was a big thing with the Trust as it helps with future brand awareness
and raises interest in the waterways with the younger generation so this group has received a
lot of attention.
NCC Children in care have been raising awareness with low cost activities and when
questioned as to how they could benefit further were suggested they move forward with
YouTube videos, Residential activities and more posters and flyers.
cont.
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SOCOPA Leicester is a charity helping Somali families better integrate into UK living and
they ran a week of fun on the Soar including Canoeing and walking. A short video on this
can be found at http://socopa.org.uk/somali-families-on-bbc-east-midlands-news/
The Trust itself has been encouraging youth participation by offering taster sessions on
Fishing, sailing and Canoeing and is hoping to continue these in future.
A million Hands Project this project was setup to engage young people in society. It is
mainly active in running maintenance projects, one-off projects, and clean-ups. The groups
which make up this project include the Scouts, The Princes Trust, National Citizen Service
and some schools. These partners between them have adopted 4 canals in the East Midlands
and 10 canals Nationally.
One of the Trusts programmes in this area is the Explorers programme. This programme
was setup to teach Key stage 1 and 2 pupils about history, geography, science, art and water
safety. More recently a collaboration has been made with Rolls Royce to help develop a
STEM programme for students at Key Stage 3 to try and encourage an interest in that area.
STEM is Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths.
HS2 and the Chesterfield Canal was our next topic of the meeting. The canal is at risk
from the development of HS2 as the routes are causing problems as they hit the canal no
matter which of 2 different routes are chosen. Until the route is chosen limited fundraising is
possible and the project is blighted.
· Route 1: If this route is chosen the HS2 line will replace 1200meters of the canal
effectively killing it.
· Route 2: If this route is chosen the only impact will be Norwood tunnel which can be
worked around.
The meeting concluded with a general question and answer session which brought the
following to light:
Possible new Residential Moorings: Sean McGinley, the regions waterway manager, has
been in talks with the developers of the old Nottingham docks on the Trent to try and get
residential moorings as part of the development. Hopefully we will hear more about this in
the future.
EA Navigations: CRT are currently in talks with the EA over 600 miles of navigations
specifically to sort out whose responsibility it would be to look after the different aspects of
the navigation before CRT will take them on.
Lesley Aspey

RBOA/IWA Member

WISHING YOU ALL

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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